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I.

Introduction

Since 2000, the market environment in futures/FX has displayed an unusual stability in single factor
strength. The typical rotation of trading styles and factors across time has not been as apparent as in the
past. The main driver of this new equilibrium in factor strength was the steady hand of central banks that
provided liquidity to neutralize the errors of over-optimism of investors awash in cash. In particular, long
fixed income and long equity portfolios benefitted unquestionably. The “balanced” and “all weather”
portfolios which combined these two assets and benefitted from their present negative correlation also
reached unprecedented popularity amongst institutional investors. Value creation and central bank action
were hard to differentiate. In the minds of investors, risk seemed to have been conquered through the value
investing style and other mean reversion based strategies. Strong conviction ruled and self-doubt as well
as preparation for the possibility of losses have been brushed aside.
The CTA industry has adapted1 steadily over time to benefit from these central bank driven anomalies. The
CTA industry has 1) changed its sector allocation to favor fixed income and equities, 2) extended its trading
time frame to better fit the long term trends apparent in fixed income and equities, and 3) biased its models
to trade long only. The strong momentum and stop-based trading discipline was slowly diversified away
from. Instead there is more exposure to mean reversion trading which is particularly applicable in equities
and fixed income.
In this paper we will illustrate the above CTA drifts with specific models and portfolio examples to allow
investors to better differentiate skill from Alpha. None of the drifts we explore involve any skill but they
all do carry a substantial amount of Alpha. As we had shown in our third research piece, these factors are
all very liquid and correlate well to the residual returns of the Barclay BTOP50 Index (BTOP)2 after its
MA10x100 related returns are removed. They are very relevant for investors to understand as they are
utilized by large managers in the space.
We will be contrasting six individual factor drifts with a vanilla classical trend following (TF) strategy
MA10x1003. Three of these factor drifts relate to changes in trading strategy and three of these factor drifts
relate to the introduction of risk-on exposure. All six factor drifts are accessible within just the futures/FX
markets.
The monthly returns for all data series4 mentioned in this paper can be obtained by reaching out to Quest.
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AlphaQuest CTA Research Series #3 Quantitative Trend Following Strategies and Equity Risk: From Diversifier
to Hedge by Nigol Koulajian and Paul Czkwianianc, Quest Partners LLC April 2013
2
In this paper the Barclay BTOP50 Index is unfunded and scaled by a factor of 2.5 to achieve 14.7% annualized
volatility.
3
MA10x100 is a simple moving average cross-over strategy applied equally on a volatility adjusted basis to the four
sectors traded by CTAs: fixed income, equity, FX and commodities. AlphaQuest CTA Research Series #1 Black
Box Trend Following – Lifting the Veil by Nigol Koulajian and Paul Czkwianianc, Quest Partners LLC September
2010. In this paper MA10x100 is scaled to achieve 15% annualized volatility, the required weight is 0.90.
4
Data series included are MA10x100, 1Y MOM, overall, per sector, long vs short. Also included are data series for
individual factors.
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